
BRICK QUIZ STRIKES 
BACK
By Janos Roemer

We hope you enjoyed the first volume of our LEGO-related quiz 
in the previous issue of Hispabrick Magazine. Are you ready for 
the next selection of questions from the contest organized several 
years ago by Croatian LUG Kockice? How many questions can you 
answer correctly without the help of your friend Google?

1.
In 1952, the development of LEGO® bricks was made 
possible by what vehicle?
a) lokomotive
b) bus
c) tractor

2.
In which other theme can you find the two robot 
companions from Star Wars?
a) in Harry Potter
b) in Indiana Jones
c) in Batman

3.
What does the first short-legged minifig control?
a) the castle
b) the force
c) the ball

4.
The LEGO® logo was compared to what food?
a) sausage
b) hamburger
c) chips

5.
Who represents the very opposite of LEGO’s philosophy 
of fun and play?
a) Ogel
b) Radia
c) Ice Drone
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6.
Odd one out: who does not belong in the set?

7.
What novelty is the minifig admiring in set 6363?

8.
Solve the puzzle! Which block fell off the old monument?
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9.
Estimate the number! How many 1x1s are in the box?

10.
Where is this assembly from? What could not be found 
in the original set?

The correct answers can be found on page 61
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